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By W.J. Bishop

The Crowood Press Ltd, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This book tells the story of the early history of surgery - when surgeons were
equipped with just knives, fire and boiling oil. The two events which mark the beginning of modern
surgery are the introduction of anaesthesia and antiseptic, both in the second half of the nineteenth
century. However, present day knowledge and techniques have resulted from the cumulative
observations and experiments of centuries. This book celebrates the dedication and ingenuity of the
early pioneers of surgery and documents some of their remarkable surgical procedures. Bishop
cites as sources: ancient Babylonian and Assyrian surgical laws; Egyptian textbooks from 3000 BC;
the second-century Chinese surgeon Hua To; Hindu physicians who created artificial noses hundreds
of years before plastic surgery; and, the brilliant William Cheselden, who could remove a stone from
a bladder in less than a minute! Including graphic accounts of wartime surgery, wound treatments,
blood transfusions and body snatching, this book will inform and intrigue medical students and
professionals and general readers alike.
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The publication is great and fantastic. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to planning to go through yet again yet again down the
road. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson

The book is fantastic and great. it was writtern really perfectly and useful. I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Cor die Upton III--  Dr . Cor die Upton III
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